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Abstract
Today’s socio-technical systems, intertwined with fast-changing cyber-physical infrastructures, are
becoming increasingly complex and must be able to cope with major unexpected events - e.g. health,
economic and ecology crisis; digital innovation, pandemics, etc. As a result, these systems, which are
governed by policies, experience rapid developments in their regulation requirements. In this context,
traditional policy-making processes are slow relative to the present pace of changes they face, often
leading to outdated inappropriate governance. We present a research plan for developing a highly
configurable framework and set of tools to help policy making by providing support to better specify,
analyse, monitor and assess socio-technical systems, taking into account governing policies and their
impacts. The framework is inspired from model-based systems engineering approaches, which have
been successful for Cyber-Physical Systems, to better formulate, characterise and analyse socio-technical
systems and their governing policies. It makes use at its heart of Multi-Paradigm Modelling, to develop,
reuse and integrate appropriate domain-specific modelling languages and tools, views and analyses to
better address policy making of nowadays rapidly changing complex heterogeneous socio-technical
systems.
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1. Introduction

Modern societies, increasingly intertwined with fast-changing cyber-physical infrastructures
(i.e. hence leading to socio-technical systems), experience rapid developments in their regulation
requirements. In this context, traditional policy-making processes are rather slow relative to
the present pace of societal changes, often leading to outdated policies – i.e. ‘institutional lag’.
Evolving such regulations involves several processes, including: collecting sufficient relevant
information, assessing the latest changes, determining unsuitable or lacking policies, proposing
suitable updates and going through various debating, negotiation and approval processes, before
implementing actual amendments or extensions.
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As Socio-Technical Systems (STSs) are becoming increasingly complex, so are the policy-
making processes that aim to regulate them. This, in turn, leads to situations where policy-
makers are overloaded and unable to keep-up with latest developments. Notable difficulties
stem from the lack of resources to sustain long-term policies, the preference towards short-term
planning within the electoral process, and, more essential with respect to this work, the lack of
standardised frameworks and tools for monitoring and assessing policy impacts [1].

Modern Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) experience similar challenges, chiefly related to the
complexity of their adaptation management processes in a context of rapid and unpredictable
changes. Research solutions have been developed to deal with such challenges – spanning
from initial data collection, system modelling and analysis (e.g. data-mediation frameworks [2],
digital twins [3], Multi-Paradigm Modelling (MPM) [4]) and all the way to runtime decisions
and system adaptations (e.g. self-aware [5] and self-managing systems [6], decentralised and
multi-scale controllers [7], models at runtime [8], self-integrating systems [9]).

In this vision paper, based on our expertise with some of the above-mentioned topics, and
on our experience on policy-making for STSs of the forestry management domain [10, 11, 12],
we survey existing systems engineering and self-adaptation solutions for complex CPSs that
can potentially be adapted to better develop policies for modern STSs. Our objective is not to
propose a new policy making process, but rather to allow improving existing ones using multi-
paradigm modelling to support their specification and application, inspired from successful
solutions issued from systems engineering and self-adaptive goal-oriented, multi-scale control
CPSs, which exhibit characteristics similar to STSs. As a survey of approaches, we do not
present any specific case studies but focus on similarities between the domains of STSs CPSs to
establish an initial research plan. Developing specific case studies will be part of future work.

We start by introducing minimal notions on STSs and existing approaches for policy making
in section 2. We then introduce CPSs and associated successful engineering methods in section
3, including the main approaches on which our framework will build (i.e. Goal-Oriented
Requirements Engineering (GORE), Design-Space Exploration (DSE) and Goal-Oriented Multi-
Scale Control Systems (GOMSS). In section 4, we introduce enablers for theses approaches (i.e.
Model-Based Engineering (MBE) and its Multi-Paradigm Modelling (MPM) extension). We then
present the blueprint of our approach based on these preliminary notions in section 5 – this
includes the existing modelling languages and tools it may reuse, as well as the languages and
tools that we aim to develop for policy making activities and domain-specif modelling in the
planned case studies. We conclude the paper in section 7.

2. Policy Making for Socio-Technical Systems

STSs involve wide-spread interactions amongst people and technologies, hence integrating
complex social and technical infrastructures with human behaviour. The term STS and its
theory was coined during World War II to characterise systems such as coal mines in England
[13]. The purpose of STS theory was to study how these systems’ management processes could
be improved so as to increase overall system performance and quality in people’s work lives.

STSs management involves governance, which relies on a set of policies developed by policy-
makers. Policy-making is a complex process that involves many stakeholders, often pursuing



different or incompatible interests. It may also span over long periods during which stakeholder
interests may vary. As policies are strongly context-depend, they should consider, e.g., national,
economic, political, cultural and social structures.

For instance, [14] presents an interesting overview of the conceptual and methodological
aspects of policy-making for the European Training Foundation (ETF). It introduces basic
notions related to policy-making and its different approaches developed over time. We will
briefly present some of these notions so that we can later-on emphasise on their similarities
with systems engineering methods to illustrate how our proposed framework can build upon
these to better support policy making with adequate modelling languages and tools.

Policy-making processes build upon a set of policy analysis activities, whichmainly investigate
alternative policy options by gathering and integrating the advantages and inconveniences
of each option. It is a problem-solving activity that attempts to predict the consequences of
alternative courses of action. Numerous perspectives and frameworks exist for policy analysis.
The ETF outlines three main approaches – namely, the analycentric, the policy process and the
meta-policy – each dealing with problems at three different scales. The analycentric approach
typically focuses on individual, technical problems at the micro-scale and aims to identify the
most effective and efficient solution in technical and economic terms (e.g. the most efficient
resource allocation). The policy process approach usually focuses on political problems (e.g.
involved stakeholders) at the meso-scale, aiming to determine employed processes and means
and to explain the stakeholders’ role and influences. Problem solutions are identified by changing
the relative power and influence of certain groups (e.g., enhancing public participation and
consultation). Finally, themeta-policy approach focuses on the structural problems of the system
and its context, at the macro-scale (e.g. an economic system or political institution). It aims to
explain the contextual factors of the policy process– i.e., what are the political, economic and
socio-cultural factors influencing it.

Such policy analyses constitute the backbone activities of overall policy-making processes,
aiming to specify and validate, at least to a minimal level, the fact that a set of policies fits
the problem that must be solved within a targeted STS. Within this overall process, the ETF
proposes: first, to use elements of the policy process and meta-policy approaches to set policy
priorities; and secondly, to employ the analycentric approach when formulating the actual
policy option.

Other policy-making support solutions are also discussed in [14], such as the policy cycle
framework and the policy network perspective. The policy cycle aims to split complex policy-
making processes into manageable steps, breaking them down into sequential stages, examining
what happens within each individual stage, and assuming that each stage influences the fol-
lowing one. The policy network offers a different way to tackle policy-making complexities. It
concentrates on the (meta-)policy process and the relations amongst the actors (i.e. the network)
who participate in it, seeking to explain policy outcomes in relation to these characteristics.

The policy-making process proposed by the ETF combines the aforementioned policy cycle
with the policy networks. Here, policy networks are approached as a model of collective decision
making– an exchange process between actors operating within a market to gain control and
influence over resources. This leads to the overall-policy making process depicted in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows the detailed steps decomposing the Policy Formulation stage of Fig. 1.

One key aspect as stressed by the ETF is that there is no single or best way to conduct policy



Figure 1: The public policy process proposed by the ETF [14].

Figure 2: Detailed steps for the Policy Formulation stage of Fig. 1 [14].

analyses, due to the multi-faceted nature of policy analyses. Such is also the case for systems
engineering where each organisation will typically need to customise standard development
processes in order to satisfy organisation and project specific needs. Hence, a policy making
framework must allow to seamlessly customise processes and tools by allowing to define and
integrate new activities and workflows as needed by the specific policy-making organisations,
projects and STSs under consideration.

Another interesting aspect mentioned by the ETF regarding policy analysis is the importance
of problem identification, as many policy-making failures are due to solving the wrong problem
(rather than to proposing wrong solutions to the right problem). This means that significant
effort should go into the formulation of the policy problem. This difficulty is also largely
observed in systems engineering, for which several requirements engineering approaches have
been developed, which as we will see later could be beneficial when applied to policy making.

Finally, the ETF note that under these circumstances, there is an increasing need to profes-
sionalise policy making and its activities to ensure effective governance of these processes and



the capacity to anticipate problems. This will help avoiding traps such as policy overload, which
happens when governments develop policy plans that are too complex or too vague, containing
too many priorities. This results in focus less fragmented priorities leading to endless stream of
ad-hoc initiatives. This was illustrated repeatedly during the COVID19 crisis, e.g., in France.
The lesson here is that policy plans must be actionable and clear, so as to ensure wide-spread
adoption by concerned stakeholders. Therefore, better tool support to policy making is required
to help avoid falling into these traps.

3. Engineering Cyber-Physical Systems

Compared to STSs, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are also complex systems, yet generally
excluding the more unpredictable human dimension. The CPS term emerged around 2006 at the
National Science Foundation in the United States [15] to identify systems that integrate multi-
physical processes (e.g. mechanical, electrical, biochemical) and computational processes (e.g.
control, signal-processing, logical inference, planning); and that typically run within uncertain
environments. These systems are part of many of our daily activities and drive innovation in
important domains (e.g. Automotive, Avionics, Civil Engineering, Industry 4.0, Robotics, smart
systems).

While CPS are generally engineered to be predictable – especially for safety-critical systems,
e.g. air planes – including humans in the loop brings about new dimensions of complexity
and unpredictability. Indeed, the latest trends in CPS development research is to better include
human factors – considering a system’s human actors and their socioeconomic context [16].
This brings about the new challenge of dealing with highly unpredictable entities. Therefore,
CPSs indirectly inherit several characteristics of STSs.

Similar to complex STSs, for which policy-making processes have been developed, well-
known engineering processes have been proposed for different kinds of engineered systems;
and for CPSs in particular. The most well-known is the Systems Engineering process promoted
by the INCOSE (International Council on Systems Engineering) 1.

Systems Engineering is a trans-disciplinary integrative approach covering the entire system
life-cycle– starting from its development, its operation, maintenance and all the way to its
disposal. It consists of establishing stakeholders’ goals and required system functionalities,
including an appropriate system life-cycle model, process approach and governance structures;
while taking into account the system’s complexity, uncertainty, change and variety.

A critical activity in the systems engineering process – often called Design Space Exploration
(DSE) – is to consider alternative system designs and configurations, so as to find the best
design for the given requirements. Based on these results, system synthesis, verification and
validation from the system design can be performed. Fig. 3 illustrates the overall systems
engineering process. We can easily map several of its stages to the ones of the policy making
process of Fig. 1. For instance, each process starts with a stage including strong emphasis on
problem identification, as explicitly stated for policy making. This also takes place for system
engineering during the customer needs analysis stage. The Policy Formulation stage on the
policy making side, which consists of formulating adequate policies to solve the identified

1INCOSE: https://www.incose.org/

https://www.incose.org/


Figure 3: The systems engineering process as proposed by the INCOSE.

problem, corresponds to System Design and Development on the systems engineering side,
where engineers Specify a solution to the identified customer problem. We note, from Fig. 2, that
each of these solution building stages include alternative solutions evaluation steps in order to
come up with the best solution to the specified problems. Policy Adoption and Implementation
stages correspond to the systems engineering Tests & Validation and Operation stages, and the
Policy Evaluation stage to the Review / Transition stage of systems engineering. Finally, we
note that each process circularly comes back to its initial problem identification stage with the
whole process being applied iteratively for both policy making and systems engineering cases.

3.1. Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE)

As we have seen previously, similar to policy-making, systems engineering also emphasises
the problem and solution domains. The problem phase has been given high attention by
the Requirements Engineering (RE) community. The notions of goals, or requirements, were
developed to specify the problem with the solution expressed via system architecture. However,
it is difficult to set a precise boundary between the problem and solution parts. Developing a
solution is iterative, and design choices often implying new more detailed requirements to be
added to the problem part, and so on.

Nevertheless, experience showed that most problems are introduced during the RE stage.
This triggered the development of Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) approaches
[17, 18, 19, 20]. For instance, the KAOS approach defines four complementary and interrelated
views on the system and its environment:



• Goals representing owners, users, business managers, regulations, etc., which are analysed
taking into account conflicts and their resolution.

• Responsible agents, both human and machine from the system and its environment, which
captures system structure in terms of subsystems and their interactions.

• The specific problem domain represented by concepts and their relationships.
• Agent behaviours that agents must exhibit in order to achieve goals as well as possible.

The combination of these different views on the system allowed developing several activi-
ties to better analyse and validate requirements and significantly improve system design and
development.

3.2. Goal-Oriented Multi-Scale Control Systems (GOMSS)

While GORE traditionally focuses on the system’s offline specification and development, the
high unpredictability of execution environments requires to push these processes into the
run-time (i.e. during system execution). This is the case for most complex STSs, e.g. smart
homes and cities, power grids, autonomous vehicle networks, robotic swarms and integrated
Industry 4.0 systems-of-systems.

To deal with runtime changes, while requiring minimal human intervention and ideally no
service disruption, such systems must adapt themselves to dynamic changes in their internal
resources, execution environment and even targeted goals. Several relatively recent research
areas have been tackling this challenge, notably including Autonomic Computing (AC) [6],
Organic Computing (OC) [21], Self-Adaptive Systems (SAS) and Self-aware Computing (SeAC)
[5].

To enable self-adaptation, systems generally feature internal control feedback loops – for
system and contextmonitoring; problem detection and analysis; solution planning; and execution.
Such feedback loops rely on various types of knowledge (e.g. system, environment and goal
models), which can be updated and extended at runtime (e.g. learning).

In addition to specifying the design and algorithms of such control feedbacks (i.e. defining how
the system should self-adapt), more recent solutions have also considered explicitly specifying
the goals of such control feedbacks (i.e. what the self-adaptive system should achieve). Hence,
goal-oriented self-adaptive systems go beyond the dynamic selection of predefined adaptive
behaviours, allowing the system to learn and discover new adaptation behaviours, as suited for
dealing with problematic situations that couldn’t be predicted at design-time. E.g. [22] propose
to enable systems to self-integrate from an extensible set of control components, which can be
discovered at runtime, so as to achieve explicitly-specified goals when new problems occur.

Considering the very nature of most complex systems (i.e. typically composed of a large
number of interconnected entities), the scalability of self-adaptation solutions is always a major
issue. Various forms of hierarchical approaches have been proposed to handle this issue, either
via generic architectures (e.g. [23]) or domain-specific designs (e.g. traffic control [24] and
manufacturing [25]). Drawing inspiration from both natural and artificial domains, the Multi-
Scale Feedbacks (MSF) design pattern was proposed to offer a generic, reusable solution to
control scalability problems across various contexts [7]. Hence, goal-oriented, multi-scale self-
adaptation solutions (e.g. [26, 22]) combine goal-orientation – for enabling new self-adaptation



behaviours to be identified during runtime; withmulti-scale designs – for ensuring the scalability
of self-adaptation processes.

4. Systems Engineering Enablers

Traditional systems engineering processes such as the one mentioned above used to be mostly
supported by natural language documents or at best structured documents such as spreadsheets.
Given the increasing complexity of systems, this turned out to be unmanageable to build
today’s systems at affordable costs. This triggered the development of the Model-Based System
Engineering paradigm, where natural language documents are replaced by models of Domain-
Specific Modelling Languages (DSML).

Models have been used for a long time to help us understand and analyse complex systems,
processes, or artefacts that we are studying, interacting with, managing or developing (e.g.
geographical maps, construction blueprints). They are abstractions of reality built for particular
purposes [27, 28]. Representing a simplified reality, a model is easier to process than the real
thing. However, the way in which a model abstracts reality must be carefully chosen according
to themodel’s purpose. For example, a roadmapwill abstract the land as a set of two dimensional
lines indicating road paths so that people can find their way to go from one place to another.

To be usable, models must be understandable in some way. Hence, models must be expressed
in some modelling language (e.g. the map’s legend) that must be known to understand the
models. Such modelling languages can be specified using dedicated metalanguages such as
meta-models or grammars. Being expressed in terms of formally specified modelling languages,
models can be analysed with tools to automatically detect errors in the system early, which is
not possible when only natural language documents are used.

Figure 4: Goal-oriented multi-scale architecture for socio-technical systems



Applied to developing Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) suchModel-Based Engineering paradigm
was proven effective leading to better system quality and important cost savings [29]. Besides
providing model analysis capabilities, modelling languages also provide a common understand-
ing of the domain intended to be covered by the language. This is achieved through a set of
precise concepts and their relationships that formally specify the language and can be used to
constitute a common vocabulary for domain actors. It has been shown that expressing some-
thing in terms of a properly constructed Domain-Specific Modelling Language (DSML) greatly
helps in reducing risks of imprecision, miss-communication and inconsistencies, compared to
using natural language. As pointed out in [30], by definition a model is always precise, since its
vocabulary is formally defined through a modelling language, being at least precise enough to be
understood by computer programs independently of the level of abstraction of the represented
reality.

An issue when using such DSMLs is that while expressiveness increases with the specificity
of the language, what can be expressed using the language is limited to the covered domain
(scope). Therefore, several DSMLs must often be used conjointly to cover all required domains.
This observation leads to Multi-Paradigm Modelling (MPM) [31, 4, 32, 33, 34], which advocates
the use of a set of modelling languages, each one being most appropriate for the particular
subset of activities to be performed with models of the language, rather than trying to build a
single monolithic language to support all activities. In particular, Multi-Paradigm Modelling
builds upon the following principles:

• Model each part and aspect of a system explicitly, so as to capture all relevant information
in terms of formal languages that can be understood and processed by computers;

• Model at the appropriate level(s) of abstraction (or scales) using the most appropriate
formalism to avoid introducing accidental complexity.

While the main asset of MPM is to tackle the multi and heterogeneous aspects of systems,
it comes at the expense of needing to properly combine them. This is a research topic in its
own — model management — where the set of employed models, their modelling languages
and the relationships between the models are also formally specified with dedicated DSMLs [33,
35, 36]. Thanks to MPM, language extensibility is supported by allowing the integration of new
languages configured for project or organisation-specific needs.

5. Our Approach

Inspired by model-based approaches and paradigms that were successful for Cyber-Physical
Systems (as presented earlier) and considering the previously identified commonalities between
system engineering and policy making processes, and the commonalities between goal-oriented
multi-scale control systems and STSs, we propose to develop a conceptual framework that
better supports existing and new policy-making processes specification and application. Such
conceptual framework will rely on a set of combined DSMLs and associated tools, to help specify,
analyse and understand policy-driven STSs. This will help to detect missing, misapplied or
outdated policies; as well as simulate and predict specific effects of various policy updates. This



approach will be based on MPM– to benefit from its modelling assets and model integration
capabilities.

5.1. Multi-Paradigm Modelling for Socio-Technical Systems

Following MPM principles, we will reuse, adapt, develop and combine the most appropriate
modelling languages to cover all aspects of STSs including their policy making processes,
as relevant for the modelling activities to be performed at the appropriate abstraction levels.
This will provide a precise, shared vocabulary for the policy-making domain, which is already
an improvement (compared to using only natural language documents) as it helps to avoid
misunderstandings among project stakeholders. For instance, looking at the policy making
approach specified in the ETF document [14], we believe that expressing the presented notions
and their relationships formally with an appropriate modelling language (ontology) would
enforce making the underlying knowledge more explicit and help developing tools to better
support the ETF processes.

Reusing or adapting existing modelling languages instead of reinventing new ones can be
very beneficial to policy making by taking advantage of knowledge gained in other domains
that experienced similar problems. In particular, for the problem identification and policy
formulation phases of the policy making process of Fig. 1, policy makers can benefit from the
extensive work of the RE community and in particular its aforementioned GORE approaches.
For this, we intend to reuse as much as possible existing GORE languages and tools such as
the User Requirements Notation (URN)2, which incorporates a large part of the i* language
and approach [17] to capture and analyse goals, stakeholders, their conflicts, resources and so
on. Besides, we will benefit from its use case maps sub-language, which allows specification
of use case scenario at a high level of abstraction for early policy making phases, and from its
goal-oriented decision making methodology based on Key Performance Indicators (KPI) [37].
Thanks to its jUCMNav tool3 supporting these features, several analyses to evaluate KPIs can
easily be developed and evaluated from goal models. In addition, use case scenarios can be
simulated with the built-in simulator to detect inconsistency in system behaviour early, thanks
to a simple action language. Several benefits of using this tool early have been shown in [30],
among others.

Furthermore, existing successful solutions for adaptation management in complex CPSs
will be extended and customised to bring some of the necessary support to modern policy-
driven STSs. A starting point will be to propose a DSML to represent, analyse and understand
policy-driven adaptations for the specific STS domain (e.g. forestry management, co-design of
shared living spaces). Coupled with the aforementioned goal models using MPM, the language
will support modelling goal-oriented, multi-scale architectures for controlling complex STSs
(e.g. smart homes and power grids [26, 38]), Fig. 4. Here, goals are first-class system entities,
representing anything that a system is willing to achieve or enforce – e.g. objectives, values,
constraints, rules, policies, norms, priorities, actions. Each goal is defined by: i) a specific
evaluation function, defining how to assess goal achievement; and ii) a spatio-temporal scope,
defining where and when to achieve the goal.

2URN: https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-Z.151/en/
3jUCMNav: http://softwareengineering.ca/jucmnav/

https://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-Z.151/en/
 http://softwareengineering.ca/jucmnav/


A system may pursue several goals simultaneously. Goals may be in conflict if they pursue
incompatible objectives over intersecting spatio-temporal scopes. A continuous control feedback
loop aims to achieve each system’s goal, based on internal resources and the external context. To
reach a system goal, such control loop may aim to achieve ‘lower-level’ goals first, and so forth,
recursively. This leads to a multi-scale organisation of control loops, which run simultaneously
and coordinate to achieve goals and manage conflicts.

Modelling complex systems in this manner helps preliminary analysis at design time – by
rendering goals, system controllers and relevant context aspects explicit and allowing to detect
conflicts and/or tune controllers accordingly. It also becomes essential for system adaptation at
run-time, when dynamic changes occur – e.g. detecting new conflicts and adapting controllers
to resolve them, when new goals or resources are added-on. The goal-oriented aspect contrasts
traditional control approaches based on predefined rules and static system models, which could
not adapt to unforeseen changes. The multi-scale design also helps manage system complexity,
by abstracting system concepts at different scales and hiding irrelevant details from the scales
below – hence applying a divide-and-conquer technique that limits the amount of resources
necessary at each scale [39].

We believe that applying these concepts and modelling technique to policy-driven STSs will
help formalise policy-management processes and render them more traceable and rational. It
will help, for instance: to identify all system goals (objectives, policies, values, constraints, etc);
to analyse and identify potential conflicts; to detect missing, misapplied or ineffective policies;
and, to simulate some of the effects of various policy changes. Providing a multi-scale design
also matches the current structure of most political institutions, where the aforementioned
processes may run simultaneously, while dealing with cross-scale conflicts and synchronisation
issues. Existing knowledge from cross-domain multi-scale control systems may also be useful
here, to better understand and manage such multi-scale policy-making processes.

In order to better guide users in following adopted policy-making processes such as the
one depicted by Figs. 1 and 2, our framework will also allow modelling these processes using
standard workflow models and tools, adapted to the needed modelling activities, similar to
what is proposed in [40, 34]. By guiding stakeholders in performing their modelling and
analysis activities thanks to these workflows, we can propose more advanced automatic tools for
problem detection, solution proposals and impact predictions. For instance, more sophisticated
simulations may be proposed via agent-based modelling (ABM) relying on existing platforms
– e.g., Repast4 (social sciences), GAMA5 (spatially-aware agents), SARL6 (holonic agents);
NetLogo7 (general-purpose entry-level ABM platform), JADE8. In particular, if other simulating
tools are found beneficial, we will use MPM co-simulation approaches [41] to coordinate existing
simulators and improve simulation by integrating different paradigms.

4Repast: https://repast.github.io
5GAMA: https://github.com/gama-platform
6SARL: http://www.sarl.io
7NetLogo: https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo
8JADE: https://jade-project.gitlab.io/

https://repast.github.io
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https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo
https://jade-project.gitlab.io/


5.2. Assumptions, Threats and Limitations

While promising, and despite the observed similarities between complex CPSs (including
human actors) and STSs, our approach relies on several assumptions that can only be verified
by pursuing the proposed research direction, developing associated tools and applying them to
policy making in various real-world STSs. We discuss these assumptions and how they can be
mitigated below.

The main question is whether what worked for CPS can also work, at least partially, for
STSs. Regarding DSMLs, developing formal ontologies for certain domains has proven rather
tedious a process, due to the difficulty in converging on a single set of commonly-accepted
domain concepts. For instance, for the CPS domain, modelling languages such as AADL9

have been developed for more than 15 years. However, mitigating this threat, we note that
this situation did not prevent approaches and tools from being developed early-on during the
language specification, allowing benefits to be obtained right from the incipient phases. This
is also the case for programming languages. For example, discussing the appropriateness of
one language over another often leads to long debates without resolution. What matters is that
DSMLs, even if imperfect, can already bring benefits.

Besides, while DSML development is a complicated, iterative process, approaches such as [42]
exist to take into account users and usage context at the very beginning of DSML development.
This will help ensure that the targeted stakeholders, such as policy makers (often with social
science backgrounds), will be able to use modelling processes and tools despite their differences
from typical model and tools users with engineering backgrounds.

We must also consider the fact that the proposed modelling and analysis processes would be
carried-out by human actors (rather than automatic agents) and within open socio-technical
contexts (rather than constrained environments that can be completely formalised and con-
trolled). Hence, we aim to make sure that the provided modelling platform offers sufficient
flexibility and expressiveness to suit complex unforeseen socio-technical situations; and avoid
over-constraining and pre-formatting all possible system representations. Indeed, our intention
is to provide a helpful tool, rather than a limiting control framework. Thus, we will ensure that
actors can easily extend or update the underlying languages and tools to express exceptional
cases and diverse view-points.

Another important aspect is that this proposal can only provide support for achieving well-
defined goals, in conformity with well-established societal values. While it can allow actors to
change and evolve their goals over time, it provides no magic solution against conflicting goals,
misaligned values or lack of political will for systemic change.

Finally, we hope that substantial gain frommodelling can be achieved by providing a common
vocabulary, facilitating understanding and encouraging better precision in policy specifications;
and by providing better support for policy analyses, including simulation. Such benefits must be
sufficiently significant to overcome the overheads involved in learning new tools and modelling
processes.

9AADL: http://www.aadl.info/
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6. Related Work on Policy-Making Tools for Socio-Technical
Systems

To our knowledge, there has been limited efforts to provide policy-making support tools. For
instance, we note the GRACeFUL project (Global systems Rapid Assessment tools through
Constraint Functional Languages)10, which aims to develop smart tools that guide decision
makers during the implementation of urban projects. The main objective of this project was
to develop a simulation platform for modelling the possible responses of citizens and other
stakeholders involved, so that the tool can generate predictions from multiple view-points about
various policy implementations. Similar to our approach, one concern of the project was to
make this kind of modelling accessible to nonspecialists. This was achieved apparently via a
graphic platform that facilitated the development of custom software tools.

We plan to achieve similar advantages with our approach, while adopting MPM at the heart of
our language engineering, tool building and model integration processes. Still, while the focus of
GRACeFUL was on functional languages, where policy making is seen as a constraints-solving
problem, our contribution is considerably wider. It aims to develop not only the decision making
support tools but also to establish the necessary foundations and conceptual framework for the
policy-making domain; and enable these to be customised and extended for various application
domains and project requirements. Moreover, we believe that the policy-making domain will
be better addressed by a combination of paradigms rather than by a single one (constraints
solving).

Regarding process modelling, [43] investigated the feasibility of using workflow tools to
support policy-making processes. It presents lessons learned from cases in four European
countries and concludes that the processes show several commonalities (common tasks and
sequence of steps) despite that they belong to different policy domains. The authors also identify
a lack of any supporting information technology, which prevents transparency in policy making
processes. These are shortcomings that our proposal aims to address.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This position paper identified the need for more formal support in policy-making processes, to
help policy-makers deal with inherent complexities: identifying and considering the multiple
stakeholders, objectives and viewpoints relevant to the specified policies; taking into account
the diverse facets to be managed in the targeted application domain (via the specified policies);
understanding the potential effects of policy updates and interpreting the observable effects of
existing policies upon their application domains. Drawing inspiration from successful solutions
to similar problems in technical systems (e.g. CPS), we propose to develop a conceptual modelling
framework and support tools to help such policy-making processes. We rely on our previous
experience with: i) domain-specific modelling languages and multi-paradigm modelling; and ii)
goal-oriented multi-scale architectures for complex self-adaptive systems. We aim to extend
and adapt relevant solutions available from these areas to address the particular challenges
of the policy-making domain, within the socio-technical systems context. We believe that

10GRACeFUL: http://www.fetfx.eu/project/graceful/
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such modelling framework, even if necessarily imperfect and continuously evolving, would
provide essential support for improving the efficacy, efficiency, comprehension and traceability
of policy-making processes.
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